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Abstract

The Survival games genre is infamous for its lack of narrative. In this paper we look at the
possibility of emerging narrative in open world survival sandbox games. The survival aspect
of a game is heavily tied to specific survival-centric mechanics that are frequently occurring
in the genre. These mechanics and systems can in and of themselves give way to an unwritten
narrative for each individual player. By working with the concept of Narrative game
mechanics, we interviewed a pool of people about their stories and narrative experiences in
survival games. After analysing the results we found recurring patterns to indicate how certain
types of survival-mechanics can lead to certain types of narrative situations.

Key words: Emergent Narrative, Emergent Gameplay, Narrative Mechanics, Survival
Mechanics, Sandbox



Sammanfattning

Spelgenren 'Survival games' (eller 'Överlevnadsspel') är ökänd för dess minimala fokus på
narrativ (berättande). I detta arbete studerar vi de narrativa möjligheterna i 'open-world
survival sandbox' spel. Överlevnadsaspekten i ett spel är tätt knutet till specifika
spelmekanismer (survival mechanics) som existerar i alla former av Survival-spel. Dessa
mekanismer, som delar i ett system, kan av sig själva skapa ett oplanerat narrativ för spelaren.
Genom att arbeta med konceptet "Narrative Game Mechanics" intervjuade vi en grupp
frivilliga respondenter om deras narrativa upplevelser av survival-spel. Efter att ha analyserat
undrsökningsresultatet hittade vi mönster som visade hur vissa typer av "survival mechanics"
leder till en viss typ av narrativa situationer.

Nyckelord: Spelnarrativ, Överlevnadsspel, Spelmekanismer.
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1. Introduction
What kind of narrative can you actually have in a survival sandbox game with no

scripted story? In a genre that fully focuses on the struggle of simply staying alive, cutscenes
and story elements take a back seat to the rest of the gameplay. Despite this, we’ve noticed
that dedicated players of survival games accumulate hundreds, if not thousands of hours
playing games that lack any sort of overarching goal or plot. This paper aims to attempt to
explain one aspect to this immersion players have with survival games that lack a “point” -
narrative.

Emergent Narrative is a phenomenon in which narrative is created not by pre-written
or scripted events, but rather the player’s interactions with the game’s systems. This topic has
been explored numerous times in regards several immersive sim games such as Dwarf
Fortress and The Sims (Short & Adams, 2018), but this paper aims to explore emergent
narrative present in the survival sandbox genre, and more specifically, how the survival
mechanics in particular may contribute to it. Survival Sandbox games are open world games
where the player gets to wander about in a world freely with mainly one goal, to survive. This
means they often lack a scripted storyline, or, if present, may not play a prominent role in the
gameplay. However, we’ve found that this does not mean games in this genre lack interesting
gameplay experiences. We will be conducting player surveys to determine how survival
mechanics may foster emergent narrative experiences.

The purpose of this research is to deconstruct what adds narrative interest (and how) to
a survival sandbox game which may otherwise lack a scripted story or written narrative. The
focus is on the mechanics of survival specifically, as this is the defining factor of what makes
a game fall into the survival genre, and are not necessarily created with the purpose of being
narrative mechanics, but somehow create the same effect.
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2. Background
As the survival sandbox genre focuses a lot on managing resources - and the players ability to
adapt to the different scenarios they are faced with in the open world - its relationship to
narrative is complicated. While narrative in games is often conveyed in pre-written cutscenes,
survival games deliberately stay away from those as they take away the player's sense of
agency (Chauvin, Levieux, Donnart, & Natkin, 2015). Another way of experiencing narrative
in games is by actively interacting with an ongoing narrative situation. This is called cognitive
narrative and has far more precedent in the genre. This section looks at what the survival
game genre is and the type of game narrative that exists within it.

2.1 Survival Games
The typical survival sandbox game will “...blend exploration, resource-gathering, [and]
crafting in an environment with some kind of ever-present risk or threat which the player must
avoid or in some cases fight” (Lane, 2013) which motivates player decisions. Unlike other
genres with resource collecting, these resources, such as food, water, and crafting materials,
are essential to keeping your character alive. This importance may drive the player to behave
differently on their quest to acquire them, which would be unique from games where
resources were not critical to success (i.e. games with crafting systems that aren’t required to
stay alive). The scenarios created by the need for resources for survival could be anything
from “desperate times call for desperate measures”, making new allies or enemies in
multiplayer games, discovering something new, losing it all, or barely making it out alive.
Nevertheless, all of them are very story-like experiences which create a dynamic environment
in the game. This can be further emphasised by the ambient environment and overarching
goals (if they are present) of the game in question, which may influence the player’s
motivations, such as a zombie apocalypse (Dayz, 7 Days to Die), the killing of bosses
(Minecraft, Valheim), or a story-driven main quest (The Forest). This also extends to repeating
events in the game which have a significant effect on the gameplay. Day and night cycles are a
common example of this and are present in most survival games, where enemies often
become stronger and more prominent during the night (Minecraft, 7 Days to Die, The Forest,
Valheim). During these events, which we will be referring to as “Night Terrors”, players may
be more inclined to stay within safe places, or become more paranoid and on-edge when out
in the open. 7 Days to Die takes this mechanic a bit further with Blood Moons which occur
every 7 in-game days which sends a flood of much angrier, faster, stronger zombies to your
exact location which are more than capable of destroying and breaking into your bases.
Players will be preparing for blood moons in the time between them, gathering resources to
defend themselves with, which as previously mentioned, means that gathering resources are
crucial to your survival, and forces you to venture out into dangerous places in the game
world. The Isle, in which you play as a dinosaur, also has an interesting night time mechanic:
night vision. Night vision gives you a limited range of vision at night, which is extremely
dark, making night vision a necessity. Certain dinosaurs have different levels of night vision
range, giving some an advantage at night, and others a disadvantage. This adds a Night
Terrors dynamic similar to other games with hostile AI, except the hostiles are players rather
than NPCs.

2.2 Narrative in video games
Although narrative is something commonly considered a straightforward tale, the interactive
element of video games disturbs the flow of a traditional story. In games narrative can
generally be conveyed in two ways, either one can take the control away from a player by
forcing them to read or view a story being presented to them, or one can place the player in a
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situation that can be considered narrative in itself (Costykian, 2002). The second approach is
what mostly happens in the survival genre and thus what we discuss in this paper. Although
introductional cutscenes are not uncommon in many survival games, that (and end scenes) are
also where the written narrative usually ends. When playing through the game one does not
interact with the written narrative much, and thus we turn our eyes to the unwritten emergent
narrative instead.

2.2.1 Cognitive Narratology
Cognitive narratology is the discipline that defines narrative as something possible to
experience in the present, rather than strictly a recounting of past events (Dubbelman, 2016).
This opens up the possibility of creating these experiences artificially. By placing a person in
a situation where they can affect their surrounding proceedings, they are suddenly becoming
part of a story themselves and their experiences become the narrative. A game’s mechanics
dictate our interactions with the game world. These interactions become “story elements” or
”story moments” in our minds as we live through them and can tell us not only things about
our present situation, but also facts about the world we’re in, its inhabitants, and the character
you’re playing as (ibid.). Together these story moments create narrative that can stand alone
or be combined with other narrative elements for greater impact.

2.2.2 Narrative Mechanics
Narrative Mechanics as a term was coined by Teun Dubbelman in his paper Narrative Game
Mechanics and he describes them as follows - “Narrative game mechanics invite game agents,
including the player, to perform actions that support the construction of engaging stories and
fictional worlds in the embodied mind of the player” (Dubbelman 2016, pp. 49). Preceding
this he breaks down this statement into understanding cognitive narrative and understanding
game mechanics. Mechanics allow the player possible ways to interact with the world and
perform actions, and cognitive narrative allows the player to experience narrative in their
mind. Together they allow the player to interact with the world in such ways that they feel like
they are living a story.

2.2.3 Emergent Narrative
Emergent Narrative is a narrative that emerges by the players' (or other agents) interaction
with the world (Aylett, 1999). This is something that emerges a lot in sandbox games.

The concept of Emergent Gameplay is when the player is given one (or more) tools or
abilities which they can use to interact in a multitude of ways with different components in
their environment (Chauvin et al. 2015). For example jumping off of different surfaces or
breaking different kinds of objects. Any tool that allows the player for a multitude of
unplanned interactions allows for emergent gameplay. The subsection of emergent gameplay
that translates to emergent narrative is when the mechanics that allow for emergent gameplay
result in a cognitive narrative.

Important to note for understanding emergent narrative is that one can never fully plan for it
as it relies on giving the player agency (Louchart, 2004). What a designer may do is to give
the player conditions and incentives to carry out what they wish to happen, but never force
their hand. A designer may give the player a bucket of yellow paint, a bucket of blue paint,
and the ability to mix paints - but they can never force the player to do so. The player may
mix green, or they may use blue and yellow separately through the rest of the game, that
freedom of choice is the vital essence of emergence. This is where emergent narrative
distincts itself from narrative mechanics.
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2.2.4 The collaboration and distinction of Emergent Narrative and Narrative Mechanics
Narrative mechanics skirts the world of emergent narrative, we hypothesize however that the
difference lies in the fact that while emergent narrative exists as a concept that can be sprung
out of all mechanics in a game, narrative mechanics are specific systems collaborating in
specific ways that creates a resulting narrative effect. The situations created by narrative
mechanics can be forced or come naturally in a way of emergent narrative.

To give an example, any interaction with the game world can lead to cognitive narrative, such
as accidentally walking off a cliff. Whereas, narrative mechanics can always be traced back to
specific mechanics working with specific systems to create a story. As such, stamping papers
faster (a mechanic) because it will give you more money so your family can survive the
winter is a pre-planned event (from the game ‘Papers, Please’) created by narrative
mechanics - alternatively, arriving at the zombie king and being out of bullets because you
had to fight through a horde of zombies to get there, is an emergent narrative also created by
narrative mechanics.

They can overlap because Narrative Mechanics are mechanics interacting with systems and
creating stories, whether these stories are pre-planned or spontaneously emerged.

2.3 Conclusion on Narrative in Survival games
To conclude as described in above sections, cognitive narrative is the most represented type of
narrative in survival games as cutscenes are near to non-existent. Instead people encounter
narrative situations through emergent gameplay by the interactions they themselves are a part
of. The narrative mechanics and systems are what create these interactions and as such we
will study survival mechanics and the narrative situations they lead to.
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3. Methodology
To gain insight into how narrative situations come out of mechanics we decided to look at a
larger amount of stories from the players themselves and then analyse these stories to
understand what brought them about. For this we defined the mechanics that we considered
“categories of the genre”, then made a survey asking about people's experiences, sent it out to
fans of the genre, and then sorted and analysed the results.

3.1 Defining Player Stories
A game’s mechanics dictate our interactions with the game world. These interactions become
acts of narration or ”story moments” in our minds as we live through them (Collis, 2020). In
our analysis we are looking at these singular ‘stories’ and analysing what mechanics and
systems bring them about. We call these ‘Player Stories’ throughout the rest of the paper.

We define a Player Story as “A narrative unique to your experience” and so it does not
inherently follow any pre-scripted events. For example - ’I tried to kill the goblin king but I
was out of bullets and had to run away’. We do note however that it’s problematic to define a
personal story like this as two people can accidentally do or witness the same thing, but this
description will work for our intents and purposes.

It should also be mentioned that personal stories can be either connected to an overarching
narrative or not.

3.2 Mechanics and Systems
In order to analyse the player stories, we created a framework that we believe to address the
most important aspects of survival games. While not all of these are exclusive to survival
games, they are tied into the survival mechanics in a unique way that makes them relevant to
the stories. Our method for constructing the categories with which to analyze player stories
was inspired by the method seen in Game Design Patterns by Björk, S. Lundgren, S. &
Holopainen, J. The steps of the method “consists of  five  iterative  steps:  recognize,  analyze,
describe,  test  and  evaluate” (Björk et al. 2003. pp. 4). We used this to isolate the mechanics
from survival games we thought might be relevant, analyzed them and described the
following patterns. The final steps of testing and evaluating were ignored due to time
restraints, and so our final patterns are untested but derived from high personal experience
with the genre. The resulting categories where;

Permadeath - The permanent death of your player character. This mechanic can make death
more frightening, since gameplay in survival games almost always involves building up your
resources or character and spending a time investment, which could all be lost at a moment’s
notice. Permadeath is not exclusive to survival games, but plays an important role in many.

Hunger - Your player character requires food to survive. Starvation could either mean death,
or a severe disadvantage in some cases. Sources of food found throughout the game will
require you to move around the map, or obtain certain resources.

Thirst - Your player character requires water to survive. Sources of water found throughout
the game will require you to move around the map, or obtain certain resources.

PvP - Combat with other players. While this mechanic isn’t exclusive to survival games, in
many it ties directly into the survival mechanics (like hunger and permadeath), so it is
considered important.
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Night Terrors - A broader category, “night terrors” is our term for mechanics that are either
directly related to night time, or brought about by the transition from day to night. Specific
mechanics may include systems such as night vision, stronger enemies, and limited visibility.

3.3 Survey
To gather player stories, we created a short survey asking players to tell us the experiences
they have from playing various survival games of their choice. This survey was conducted
anonymously in hopes of gaining more answers, although a way to contact us was included.
The survey had a short introduction, three questions;

- “What survival game is your story from?”
- “Is your story related (in any capacity) to the survival aspect of the game?”
- “Please tell us your story from playing a survival game.”

...and a way to contact us at the end. When constructing the survey we found it vital to keep
things short and open-ended to invite people to write as freely as possible. The first question
was a way to help us with the statistics, the second to help us disregard any irrelevant
answers, and the third to get our stories. (For a copy of the survey see Appendix A).

3.4 Gathering stories
The survey was posted in two large online survival game communities with several thousand
members. To increase our sample size, we had assistance from the server owner to bring the
survey to the members’ attention so that we would get a larger quantity of results. Within
under 24 hours, we had gotten 17 results on our survey. Much to our delight, selecting which
stories to analyze was not really a difficult task, as almost all of them were written with care
and detail. We closed the survey after approximately one week with a final 21 stories. One of
our shortcomings in our data collection, however, was an oversaturation of results about
particular games due to the communities we posted the survey in. We address this more in
later sections.

3.5 Sorting and Grouping
Before doing a full analysis we sorted each story into categories to make distinguishing the
data easier. Firstly we removed the stories that ended up irrelevant to the study by declaring
these NULL in our sheet. We then tagged each individual story by the “survival categories”
mentioned in ‘3.2 Mechanics and Systems’. This was to get an overview of the data and to
help with the next step of analysing.

3.6 Method of analysing the stories
After all was collected and sorted we started actually analysing the data. In his 2017 article
Dubbelman gives us a framework for connecting game patterns to narrative. He begins by
stating that “pattern X becomes narratively meaningful by Y” and then describes the resulting
emotional impact. As an example he uses the game Papers Please.
Ex. “Papers, Please makes the pattern “limited set of actions” narratively meaningful by
connecting the pattern to the profession of the main character.” (Dubbelman 2017, pp. 288)
He then describes the resulting emotional impact being that the player steps into their
character's shoes by carrying out their job over and over. We used this format to analyse our
mechanics and their resulting narrative as well. By charting up the cause and effect in a sheet
we could work with the data to document recurring patterns.
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3.7 Example of method
For Dubbelmans framework we needed to identify the mechanical aspect in each story and the
narrative impact. When grouping the stories we had already sorted them in “categories of
survival” and as such already had the relevant mechanical “patterns”. But declaring the
resulting narrative effect was more up to our own personal interpretation of each story, and so
to show our methods these are some examples of how a story could be interpreted. The
“mechanical breakdown” is a more technical perspective on the stories, shining a spotlight on
the connections the mechanics have to the events that unfold and pointing out exactly where
they appear. For example, if the story-teller writes “I was starving”, that is related to Hunger.
If they write, “I was killed by someone while I went to get a drink”, that would be connected
to both Thirst and PvP. The purpose of the mechanical breakdown is to justify the
categorization chosen for each story. Below are a few sample stories that we believe to be
good representatives of the categorization method (See the rest of the stories in Appendix B).

Beasts of Bermuda Sample Story (Story #15)
Me and my friend were starving me and ichthy and my friend a Rex. This was during a growth storm
getting our grow on and such. We then see a tornado going towards us at mountain lake. We were in
the pond we couldn't do anything much with the 4 acros outside with 2 tropes. So we had to get food
somehow or we were going to starve... I'm eating fish and so is he we are trying our best to survive
form starvation. We then see a rotten gore in the water. Its pure green and flies are buzzing around
it. Me and my friend only have one option... Eat the gore.

Categories: Hunger, Permadeath, PvP
Narrative experience: Eating rotten food desperately trying not to starve.
Mechanical breakdown: The players find themselves between a rock and a hard place due to
starvation, but are unable to seek out fresh food due to the risk of permadeath from storms or
other players. The hunger, PvP, and Permadeath mechanics motivates their decision to eat
rotten meat, which makes you sick.

The Isle Sample Story (Story #21)
I was a pteranodon, staying close to the fresh water sources in the game since that's where I get not
only water, but also food. I ran into a large pteranodon flock roosting on a log above the river, and
they invited me to their group and we chatted. As we sat up on the log there was a HUGE
deinosuchus swimming up and down the river under us. Every time one of us would go down to the
riverbank to get a drink, or try to skim the water for fish, he would pick us off one by one. The
interesting thing about the fresh water in The Isle is that it is too murky to see things under its
surface. So what this guy would do is lurk under the water, snatch us as we ate or drank, and then,
while surfaced so we could see him, PRETEND to swim away as if he was leaving. But he would
come back silently under the water after he turned a corner to wait for us to come drink again so he
could get another ptera snack. We eventually had to migrate to another place to get food and water
because he was killing us off and wouldn't stop.

Categories: Hunger, Thirst, Permadeath, PvP
Narrative experience: Getting tricked by predators and thus switching hunting grounds.
Mechanical breakdown: As a direct result of the hunger and thirst mechanics, the players are
forced to be in close quarters with a dangerous predator which picks them off as they get
close.
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The Isle Sample Story (Story #14)
The Isle's nights are insanely, brokenly dark. It creates a hierarchy of creatures based on what has
good night vision and what doesn't. I was playing as a Giganotosaurus and trying to hunt. With my
poor night vision, I was crouched down to be quieter and following the river to look for any
unfortunate prey that were drinking. Then I heard footsteps in the forest, and turned to go try and
find the player there to hunt. In the darkness, I had to track them through dense forest for almost
twenty minutes by only the sound of their footsteps and the occasional glimpse of a tail in the very
edges of my night vision. I almost gave up, but my dinosaur was near death from starvation, and I
was desperate. I did truly feel immersed, like I was the one starving. I had no choice. I had to stalk
this player or I would die. I finally got close enough to strike. It was a perfect ambush, and I had a
big meal of T. Rex and some new battle scars for my efforts.

Categories: Hunger, Thirst, Permadeath, PvP, Night Terrors
Narrative experience: Desperately stalking prey to not starve.
Mechanical breakdown: The player, starving, is trying everything they can to not die from
starvation. Due to it being night time in the game, visibility was limited for the player making
it even more of a challenge to find food. The player then, motivated by the thirst mechanic,
lies in wait by a water source looking for food. They then hunt another player in order to
prevent themselves from dying.
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4. Results and Discussion
In total we gathered 21 stories from 7 different games. What we didn’t expect was for the
majority of the answers to be overrepresented by two specific games. As such a summary of
the games has been conducted here to help take this into consideration when discussing the
results.

The answer sheet can be found in Appendix B.

4.1 The final games
Due to a majority of the answers being from the two games “Beast of Bermuda” (representing
33% of the answers) and “The Isle” (being 29%), we made charts of how the different groups
represented the different “survival categories” to help keep the data clear during the
discussion phase. Important to note is that while these games share many of the same
mechanics, and while the implementation of each is different from game to game, the same
types of stories tend to result from them anyway. Below are our charts used to represent each
game and the percentage of stories that were motivated by a certain mechanic. Pie charts were
used to show the data relative to one another, since the amount of stories we got from some
games were disproportionate to the rest.

Beasts of Bermuda
Data results from Beasts of Bermuda stories shows a perfectly even split between

stories motivated by either hunger, PvP, or Permadeath. Interestingly, Night Terrors and Thirst
did not show up in a single story we received about Beasts of Bermuda. This could mean any
number of things: that we either happened to not receive any stories about these mechanics, or
that the mechanics themselves are not implemented in a way that has a significant impact on
the gameplay. In Beasts of Bermuda’s case, this is likely the latter. Thirst, for example, might
not be significant due to the distribution of water sources in the game and the lack of
predators in freshwater, as most of the marine life lives mainly in the ocean, which cannot be
drunk from. (Though, recently, the game received an update to how their water sources work,
but as of the writing of this paper, it is too early to tell if it has an effect on the emergent
narrative). The second missing mechanical element is Night Terrors- this one is more
simplistic to explain, as while there exists a day and night cycle in Beasts of Bermuda, it does
not really have an impact on the gameplay except for making it dark outside. This differs from
the night cycle in The Isle, which we will expand upon in the next chart, which does include
this mechanic.
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Fig 1. Beasts of Bermuda
The Isle
In The Isle’s data chart, we saw a representative of every mechanic in our analysis categories.
The two largest categories are Permadeath and PvP. Similarly to Beasts of Bermuda, The Isle
lacks an overarching goal or plot, so this large representation of these two categories is likely
due to players playing around with the sandbox in some of the only ways you can- by killing
each other. Killing other players is sometimes, but not always, motivated by hunger, as some
of the stories we received mention being killed, unprovoked, by players playing as dinosaurs
that are not even capable of eating meat. Additionally, The Isle has AI creatures that carnivore
players can hunt for food, so in that sense, no one is required to kill other players to satiate
their hunger. With that being said, the reason PvP and Permadeath are such a large category is
likely due to players killing simply because they can. The next significant slice is the hunger
mechanic. Despite the previously mentioned, there are in fact some scenarios in which the
player will kill other players motivated by starvation- killing other players is not the only
outcome of starvation, however (as seen in story #20, see appendix). Night Terrors also
appears in stories about the isle, such as in story #14. Differing levels of night vision between
dinosaur species creates a dynamic PvP hierarchy that only comes into play at night.
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Fig 2. The Isle

Other
This chart encompasses games that we did not receive enough individual results about

to warrant putting them in their own chart. Games in this chart include: Valheim, Subsistence,
7 Days to Die, DayZ, and The Forest. The first significant thing that jumps out at us from this
data is that unlike The Isle and Beasts of Bermuda’s chart, the Night Terrors category is
significantly larger and is the largest slice on the chart. Most of the games this chart
encompasses have a heavy emphasis on dangerous nights. Unlike The Isle and Beasts of
Bermuda which are heavily reliant on player interactions to create interesting gameplay, The
Forest, Valheim, and 7 Days to Die for example have very significant events that occur during
the night. The significant presence of hunger and night terrors tells us that most of these
games have a more PvE and single-player friendly design, due to the comparatively smaller
categories involving PvP and Permadeath.
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Fig 3. Other

Keeping in mind that the games themselves affect the type of stories we acquire, the following
patterns are all represented by multiple games (with one noted exception) to avoid possible
outlier data by a singular unique game.

4.2 Patterns
While looking through the final data we marked any recurring patterns we could find of
stories that showed correlation between a type of story and causing mechanism. We looked for
both similar story-types and reoccurring combinations of mechanics. The one exception was
the singular story which was so unique that it got its own pattern despite being a rare breed.
The final result was the following patterns.

The Apex Predator
Two stories talk about growing your character and becoming the apex predator, and thus ruler
of the area. Mechanics that lead to this were “Permadeath” and “PvP”.

Choosing fight or flight
Multiple stories contain the decision to either run from a fight or fight back. Most stories
containing “Permadeath” decided to run, but not exclusively. Note however that this may also
be due to an inability to fight back in certain cases.

Desperation (Prey) / Desperation (Predator)
“Desperation plays” where the players did anything in their power not to die - were quite
common in the “Permadeath” category. They existed for both players acting as predators and
prey, but featured prey more heavily, and were mostly motivated by “Hunger” and “PvP”.
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Predator play
A pattern where players adapted a “predator mindset” and hunted and noticeably tried to trick
their prey. This mostly came out of the combination “Hunger”, “Permadeath” and “PvP”.

Escaping capture
Being captured and then escaping was featured in multiple games, but was commonly carried
out by other players because of “PvP” and “Hunger”.

Helping strangers
The singular story out of the 21 stories that we got that stood out the most was about helping
others despite incentive to do otherwise. Despite the “Hunger” and “PvP” motivation to kill
one another, these players decided to cheer each other on (by help of a chat mechanic) and
then part ways.

Categories
“Permadeath” and “PvP” were both the driving forces behind most of the stories, featuring
each in 11 out of 21, the close third being “Hunger” in 9 stories. The combination “PvP” and
“Permadeath” lead to the most stories about killing and/or kidnapping, whereas “Hunger” was
the driving force for the most “desperation plays”. Despite looking similar to hunger, “Thirst”
was the lowest ranking driving force for stories, being in 2 out of 21 and resulting in no
noticeable patterns. Night Terrors featured in 4 stories and seemed to create no patterns of its
own.

4.2 Discussion
To finish up our thoughts on these patterns we wanted to have a brief discussion on the final
results of the different survival categories, as some categories were more prominent than
others.

Thirst and Night Terrors, when looking at the amount of stories that we did, seemed to mostly
boost stories rather than create any patterns of their own. While “watering holes” acted as a
meeting spot in some stories - and thus featured “Thirst” - it was rarely considered relevant to
the story. Why “Thirst” differentiates itself so drastically from “Hunger” is unclear. “Night
Terrors” also had the issue where, although people would get attacked at night, they would
also equally get attacked by day and so the numbers didn’t end up high enough to consider a
pattern. However, this result might have been different had we conducted a larger survey.
When looking at the charts it becomes apparent that the “Night Terror” category played a
smaller part in the games most represented in the answers we acquired, but that it could
possibly hold greater potential in other games.

The categories “Hunger”, “Permadeath” and “PvP” were the obvious driving force behind
most of the stories. One speculation for this could be that “Hunger” and “Permadeath” creates
motivation for survival and PvP opportunity for independent action. Potential weaknesses in
our categorization is that it may not cover all mechanics at play in each game and story,
however they were all checked to be the driving forces.
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5. Conclusion
When deliberating what created the narrative behind survival sandbox games we arrived at the
conclusion of the interbalance of the narrative mechanics underplay. But we also aimed to
understand how they performed, and so we studied to find the correlations between
mechanical elements and resulting narrative impact in survival games. Our desire was to
highlight these patterns so people may use them in future games or further study them. Using
the concept of narrative mechanics we analysed stories from people who played survival
games to discover the patterns they held. Although our datapool of answers were on the
smaller side, we found patterns that showed us clear indications of certain systems working in
tangent to create a reliable enough result that one can expect to see in a sandbox survival
game. Such as, one can implement “Hunger”, “Permadeath” and “PvP” and expect a certain
amount of narrative to come out as a result.

From what can be ascertained from our limited sample size, we found that, while most
survival games have the mechanics we outlined in common, they all behave in different ways
in relation to influencing player behavior and creating an emergent narrative. In the stories
that we received, the survival mechanics seemed to motivate the decisions made by players,
creating a range of different stories from acting out of desperation, helping a friend, or
running for their lives. We believe that survival mechanics as a narrative motivator can add
interest to Survival Sandbox games, if they are implemented successfully. By our definition,
“successful” mechanics are mechanics that appeared in one or more of the stories we received
in our survey. An example of what appeared to us to be a successful implementation of an
impactful survival mechanic would be something like the Night Terrors aspect of The Isle.
Night time in the game has a significant impact on the gameplay and player behaviors as it
creates a hierarchy between the different player characters. PvP behaviors change due to the
varying range of night vision of each playable creature, making some players hunt others that
they would have no chance against during the day. On the contrary, the Night Terrors aspect of
Beasts of Bermuda did not appear once in our pool of stories, as night time seemingly does
not do anything significant other than make it dark out- the level of which does not do all that
much to limit visibility.

These patterns could be used when designing a survival sandbox game, but they also have
room for further exploration. We focused on the survival sandbox genre for this exercise but
this research could definitely be expanded upon with more pattern data from different types of
games in the future.
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Appendix A - Survey

Tell us your survival game stories

Survival games are often games set in an open-world sandbox environment with specialized
mechanics intended to affect the well being of your character. (Example games: Rust, Ark:Survival
Evolved, Don't Starve, Minecraft, The Isle, Beasts of Bermuda, Valheim, 7 Days to Die, DayZ,
The Forest). Your story can be from any game you like, as long as it falls into this sub-genre.
Has something ever happened to you in a survival game that was just too good not to share?
Funny, scary, or mundane, if it's good enough to tell we would love to hear it. We are conducting a
study on emergent narrative in the survival genre and are looking for regular everyday
player-stories.

What survival game is your story from?

Is your story related (in any capacity) to the survival aspect of the game?

Yes
No

Please tell us your story from playing a survival game.

Thank you for sharing your story with us! Long or short we appreciate it. If you have any questions
or would like to contact us about anything, please write your email here and we will respond :)
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Appendix B - Survey results

*All contact information was excluded in the appendix to protect people's privacy.
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